Cherenkov radiation wakefields are produced when a compressed electron beam travels along the axis of a hollow cylindrical dielectric tube. In a dielectric wakefield accelerator (DWA) these wakefields accelerate either a trailing electron bunch or the tail of the driving bunch, depending on the modal structure of the radiation. For an appropriate choice of dielectric structure geometry and beam parameters the device operates in a single-mode regime, producing sinusoidal wakefields with wavelengths in the THz range. We report on preliminary results of an experiment at UCLA studying the potential of a DWA structure to produce high-power, narrow-band THz radiation.
surface layers with subsequent re-cesiation and the resulting effect on QE. Contaminant gases investigated are those known from the vacuum environment of typical electron guns. The use of argon ion cleaning of the cathode substrate and its importance for obtaining atomically clean surfaces is also detailed. This project is funded by the Joint Technology Office and the Office of Naval Research.
Generation and transport of space charge waves in the University of Maryland Electron
Ring B. Beaudoin (beaudoin@umd.edu), D.Feldman (dfeldman@umd.edu), R.Kishek (ramiak@umd.edu), S.Bernal (sabern@umd.edu), P.O'Shea (poshea@umd.edu), M.Reiser (mreiser@umd.edu), D.Sutter (accelphy@aol.com) -An experimental study of longitudinal dynamics of space charge dominated beams is presented. We use drive-laser driven perturbations to study the evolution of space charge waves on an intense electron beam.Collective effects like propagation of space charge waves, superposition of waves and crossing of waves are presented and verified with 1-D cold fluid model theory. Multiturn transport of parabolic beam and other collective effects in UMER are discussed. This work is funded by US Dept. of Energy Offices of High Energy Physics and High Energy Density Physics, and by the US Dept. of Defense Office of Naval Research and Joint Technology Office.
Longitudinal Phase Space Measurement of Sub-Picosecond Photoinjector Blowout Regime Beam at UCLA Pegasus Laboratory Joshua Moody (UCLA PBPL), Pietro Musumeci (), Cheyne Scoby (), Tan Tran (), Michael Guitierrez ()-
We present the measurement of the longitudinal phase space of a uniformly filled ellipsoidal beam. The generation of such beams by ultrashort (~35fs RMS) laser pulses stimulating a photocathode was recently demonstrated at the UCLA Pegasus Laboratory. High resolution measurement of the longitudinal phase space was performed by mapping time and energy spread information onto the transverse beam profile by use of an X-band RF deflecting cavity and a dipole spectrometer. Longitudinal phase space dynamics are discussed with regard to beam parameters.
Towards a Laser Wake Field Accelerator driven EUV Free Electron Laser
Mike Bakeman (University of Nevada Reno), K.E. Robinson (KERobinson@lbl.gov), G. Bouquot (GBouquot@lbl.gov), W.M. Fawley (WMFawley@lbl.gov), Carl B Schroeder (CBSchroeder@lbl.gov), Kei Nakamura (KNakamura@lbl.gov), Csaba Toth (CToth@lbl.gov) , Wim Leemans (WPLeemans@lbl.gov)-Currently there is great interest in using electron beams from Laser Wakefield Accelerators (LWFA) as drivers for "tabletop" EUV and x-ray wavelength free electron lasers (FEL). Experiments [1] at LOASIS have achieved quasi-mono-energetic, ~1-GeV beams as measured by a large 1-T magnetic spectrometer with a limiting resolution of 2%. By using an insertion device such as an undulator and by observing the spontaneous emission spectrum (including harmonics), electron beam energy spread and emittance can be measured simultaneously with great precision. Experiments are underway for coupling the THUNDER undulator [2] to the LOASIS LWFA. The predicted output spectra have been modeled numerically with the SPECTRA code [3] and show that the harmonic width provides a good measure of the electron beam energy spread. They also demonstrate that increasing beam emittance increases the amplitude of the even optical harmonics, which would not be present for a truly zero-emittance beam and perfect undulator alignment. The initial experiments will use the spontaneous emission in the 5-40 nm wavelength range from 1.5 m of undulator to characterize the beam, using an incident grazing EUV spectrometer as our primary diagnostic. Later experiments will use up to 5 m of undulator to produce a coherent, FEL gain. of driving compact sources of short-pulse, coherent x-rays with electron bunches from laser-plasma accelerators is attracting much attention. The parameters of the electron bunches produced by laser-driven accelerators are very favorable for this application. In particular, the characteristic size of the accelerating structure limits the bunch size to the micron level both in the longitudinal and transverse dimensions. This results in an unprecedented peak current of several kA, as well as low transverse emittance. These factors, together with demonstrated high energies and low energy spreads, make electron bunches from plasma accelerators a potential candidate for driving a free-electron laser operating in the soft x-ray or XUV regime. This poster presents a comprehensive study of the dynamics of such a process, illustrated using GENESIS simulations. The electron parameters are based on recent experimental results and short-term projections. Full consideration is given to electron bunch propagation between the accelerator and the undulator, including space-charge effects and emittance evolution. Despite these constraints, we demonstrate the possibility of generating radiation down to 5 nm with several GW peak power and peak brilliance on the order of 10^30 in standard units, within several meters. The short wavelength and femtosecond-order duration of such pulses makes them an exciting tool for time-resolved studies of biological processes and material structure dynamics. We present the temporal, spectral, and spatial characteristics of the resulting radiation field, with an emphasis on coherence properties. These are shown to be enhanced by using a high-quality radiation seed, such as one generated from higher harmonics of the same laser used for electron acceleration. The gain and saturation characteristics of free-electron lasers operating in such a short-wavelength regime are strongly dependent on the quality of the driving electron bunch. We present this dependence for a range of wavelengths, to give an insight into the electron bunch parameters that are critical for attaining shorter wavelengths, minimizing saturation length and maximizing output intensity. We identify key issues that need to be addressed, such as shot-to-shot stability, and evaluate current efforts in the field.
Modeling Surface Coverage Evolution of Cesium on future Dispenser Photocathodes to Optimize their Design Zhigang Pan (University of MD College Park), E. J. Montgomery ( University of Maryland), P. G. O'Shea (University of Maryland), K. L. Jensen (Naval Research Laboratory), J. L. Shaw (Naval Research Laboratory), J. E. Yater (Naval Research Laboratory)-Dispenser
photocathodes are among the leading options for a robust and efficient source of bright electron beams required by next generation Free Electron Lasers (FELs). Many high efficiency photocathodes enable enhanced quantum efficiency (QE) of electron emission by using a sub-monolayer surface coating of cesium that effectively lowers the surface work function of the material, and increases the ratio of photoemitted electrons to incident photons. High QE cesiated photocathodes, however, are notorious for their short lifetime, which can in part be attributed to cesium loss at the cathode surface during operation. Dispenser photocathodes offer promise in-situ rejuvenation of cesium at the surface by dispensing cesium atoms from a gently heated reservoir located below the cathode through source pores leading up to the surface. As the cesium atoms come up through the pores, they diffuse and migrate across the cathode surface altering the surface coverage. At UMD we have made progress in demonstrating experimentally that the dispenser cathode concept can indeed significantly extend the lifetime of cesiated metal photocathodes [1] . In order to optimize future dispenser cathode designs, we need a predictive model of cesium diffusion onto and across the cathode surface. Our goal is to model surface coverage during rejuvenation as a function of dispenser design and operating parameters. We shall discuss in this report progress towards a numerical algorithm currently being developed in Matlab that is aimed at modeling the surface evolution of cesium coverage, as well as progress in measuring and isolating the parameters of interest that govern the surface evolution of cesium in the model. 10. Generating polarized high-brightness muon beams with high-energy gammas. V. Yakimenko (BNL)-Hadron colliders are impractical at very high energies as effective interaction energy is a fraction of the energies of the beams and luminosity must rise as energy squared. Further, the prevailing gluon-gluon background radiation makes it difficult to sort out events. e+e-colliders, on other hand, are constrained at TeV energies by beamstrahlung radiation and also by cost as long linacs are required to avoid synchrotron radiation in the rings. A muon collider will have the same advantages in energy reach as an e+e-collider, but without prohibitive beamstrahlung-and synchrotron-radiation. Generation of the high-brightness polarized muon (m-m?-? beams through gamma conversion into pairs in the nuclei field is considered in this paper. The dominant effect in the interaction of the high-energy photons with the solid target will be the production of electron-positron pairs. The low-phase space of the resulting muon beams adequately compensates for the small probability of generating a m-m+ pair.
Generation of THz surface plasmons using a compact electron accelerator W. Op't Root (Eindoven U.), O.J. Luiten (), P.W. Smorenburg ()-When
a relativistic electron passes perpendicularly through a metal foil, surface currents are induced which give rise to so-called transition radiation. The transition radiation is emitted in the form of two radially polarized, broadband radiation pulses, one in the forward and one in the backward direction, in a narrow cone centered on the electron trajectory. The energy of the transition radiation pulses is of the order of 1 eV, negligible compared to the MeV kinetic energy of the electron. The recently developed combination of femtosecond photoemission with radiofrequency (RF) accelerator technology, make it possible to create MeV, sub-100 fs electron bunches containing more than 100 pC of charge. If such a bunch is sent through a metal foil, the transition radiation fields emitted by the individual electrons add up coherently at wavelengths larger than the bunch size, implying that the energy radiated per electron at THz frequencies is amplified by a factor equal to the number of electrons in the bunch. Calculations show that in this way THz pulses may be created with a bandwidth of 10 THz and an energy of 10 microJ. Focused to a small spot, this would give rise to peak electrical fields of 10 MV/cm and higher. If the electrons impinge on the metal surface at grazing incidence rather than at right angles, the interesting possibility arises of creating a THz surface plasmon polariton (SPP). For example, if the angle between the electron bunch trajectory and an ideal metal surface is equal to gamma-1, where gamma is the relativistic Lorentz factor, then the electron velocity is perfectly matched to the SPP propagation speed. A coherently amplified THz SPP will then be created, containing a significant fraction of the kinetic energy of the electron bunch. By aiming the electron bunch at a tapered metal wire, a giant radially polarized SPP will be generated, which can be guided conveniently along the wire. In this case the coupling is particularly efficient because the radial Coulomb field of the bunch is naturally matched to the polarization of the SPP wire mode. To show the potential of the above proposed method we have calculated the radiation fields created by an electron bunch impinging on a perfectly conducting semi-infinite cone. We have linked the results to the electric field strength and duration of the SPPs that are excited and propagate along the metal wire. The calculations shown that using currently available electron bunches, it is possible to generate sub-picosecond SPP pulses with peak electric fields of the order of MV/cm on a 1 mm diameter wire. A 5 MeV RF photo-electron accelerator with a footprint smaller than the 1 mJ, 30 fs Ti-Sapphire photoemission laser has been built and tested. Both foil and wire experiments are in preparation.
Comissioning of Alkali-antimonide photocathode at U-tokyo RF gun
Mitsuru UESAKA (U. Tokyo), Akira SAKUMI Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki, JAPAN) , Toru UEDA Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki, JAPAN) , Koto, Hyogo, JAPAN) , Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki, JAPAN) , Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki, JAPAN) -We have been developing a compact-sized cartridge-type cathode exchanging system installed in BNL-type IV photocathode RF gun. We can replace a cathode without breaking the vacuum of RF gun, so that a high quantum efficiency photocathode is not surrounded by oxygen or moisture. We propose the Na2KSb cathode, which has the possibility to drive by visible light of 400 nm (violet range). The work function of Na2KSb is 2.4 eV, which is lower than the photon energy of 400 nm. We tested the cathode and obtained the quantum efficiency of 1% at the wavelength of 266nm. The electron charge reaches 3 nC after accelating by 18 MeV linac. The lifetime of T1/2 is more than 100 hours surrounded at the vacuum pressure of 4*10-8 Torr. The cathode works more than 500 hours, though the quantum efficiency is decreased to less than 0.1 %.
X-band Deflector for Beam Manipulation in Synchrotron Storage Rings

V.A. Dolgashev (SLAC)-
The use of deflecting structures for producing short x-ray pulses in synchrotron storage rings has been proposed by A. Zholents et al., (NIM A 425, 385 (1999) ). In the present report normal conducting X-band deflectors are considered for the beam manipulation. The deflectors have to produce up to 1 MV deflection. At the same time, they should not cause deterioration of beam properties in a storage ring. To satisfy this, the beam pipe has to be large and highly overmoded at the cavity frequency. Following these requirements, we propose to use as deflectors 11.424 GHz standing wave cavities with heavy wakefield damping.
14. High efficiency terahertz source from femtosecond laser-aligned molecules Andy York (UMD)-Ultra-short pulse THz radiation is of importance for low density plasma and beam diagnostics, both important for advanced accelerators. Intense short terahertz pulses (> 10 microjoules, < 5 cycles), however, are still only produced at large accelerator facilities like BNL [1] . Chirped pulse amplification is theoretically possible for terahertz frequencies, but no broadband lasing medium like Ti: Sapphire has been demonstrated for terahertz. We present simulations showing that laser-aligned molecules can amplify broadband terahertz radiation, allowing high-energy amplification of few-cycle pulses at terahertz frequencies [2] . Saturated energy extraction in laser-aligned HCN can exceed hundreds of microjoules per cubic centimeter per atmosphere of pressure, with gain from 0.08 to 1.6 terahertz. We discuss the effects of collisions and temperature on pumping and gain, and discuss two experimental configurations. 
A High-Brightness Circular Charged-Particle Beam System
Jing Zhou (MIT)-A method is presented for the design of a high-brightness non-relativistic circular beam system including a charged-particle emitting diode, a diode aperture, a circular beam tunnel, and a focusing magnetic field that matches the beam from the emitter to the beam tunnel [1] . The applied magnetic field is determined by balancing the forces throughout the gun and transport sections of the beam system. The method is validated by three-dimensional simulations. The recently developed adiabatic equilibrium theory for an intense, axisymmetric charged-particle beam propagating through a periodic solenoidal focusing field [2] is used to address the thermal effects that might be present in such a high-brightness chargedparticle beam system. The thermal beam distribution function is constructed. The theory is compared to a recent high-intensity beam experiment performed at the University of Maryland Electron Ring (UMER) and good agreement is found. Such a high-brightness charged-particle beam system may find applications for generating high-brightness electron or ion beams for accelerators. 
Initial Characterization Results of the BNL ATF Compton X-ray Source Using K-edge
Absorbing Foils Oliver Williams (UCLA)-Compton scattering-based x-ray sources are quickly gaining popularity as compact, cost-effective radiation sources rivaling 3rd generation synchrotron rings in peak brightness. Few studies have been done, however, in fully characterizing a Compton x-ray source for user applications. Using various foils with K-edges in the many keV energy range, beam parameters can be chosen such that on-axis photons are above the K-edge for a given material, where absorption is very strong and there is no transmission. Photons observed off-axis are red-shifted and fall below the K-edge, therefore being transmitted and creating a ?donut? pattern in the ideal case. Starting with photon energies below the K-edge and aperturing for small angles on-axis allows one to scan the electron beam to higher energy until all scattered photons are above the K-edge and absorbed, thus presenting a method of bandwidth measurement. We present initial experimental results of the bandwidth and double differential spectrum (DDS) for angle and energy of Compton photons generated at the BNL ATF.
Longitudinal Control of Space-Charge Dominated Beams in the University of Maryland
Electron Ring
